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摘  要 











































Multi-echelon inventory system is a complex system. Usually, the traditional 
methods are applied in this system, such as focused on the economic order quantity 
model. The computation is often very complex, and it is hard to know how much it is 
accord with practice, and it is difficult to get the optimized solution. 
  By analyzing the related literatures, the group-inventory strategy for commercial 
circulation and the marketing channel is presented in this dissertation. In Chapter 1, 
we introduce some important concepts and review the related literatures. In Chapter 2, 
we analyze group-inventory strategy, and then represent the model of group-inventory 
strategy and the technique of computation. Group-inventory inventory strategy is a 
share-inventory strategy. We discuss how to grouping and give the model; then give 
the model of rank the warehouses for retailer. In Chapter 3, we analyze the 
relationship between the group-inventory and the supply chain, and the condition of 
the group-inventory under the supply chain circumstance.  . 
Based on the inventory of commercial circulation industry, the group-inventory 
should be controlled and coordinated under certain condition; our conclusions show 
the suitable marketing channel is useful to the group-inventory strategy. In Chapter 4, 
the marketing channel is analyzed. Our results find that outsourcing for marketing can 
reduce the cost and improve the core-competency. Using by outsourcing, we find the 
sale agency is a better strategy. By analyzed the multi-channel and single-channel for 
marketing, we deduce multi-channel can result in conflicts. Therefore, the 
single-channel is suitable for group-inventory. Those conclusions show that the sale 
agency and single-channel for marketing is best considered for group-inventory. Then, 
the incentive measures for group-inventory are presented. 
In last chapter 5, based on the automobile market actuality in China, we draw a 
conclusion that the key point is the producing and selling approaches, not the 
inventory itself. The group-inventory strategy can low the inventory efficiently, but 














Applied the obtained conclusions for the group-inventory strategy and marketing 
channel, the marketing channel of automobile is analyzed, and the numerical 
computation example is demonstrated our models. 
At the end of the dissertation, the deficiencies and the direction for further research 
are presented. 
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场向买方市场转移，顾客驱动的市场内涵已深入人心，CLM 将 1985 年定义中














全球供应链论坛（The Supply Chain Forum）的定义是：“供应链管理是从
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